Port Douglas Accommodation Options

The conference and the conference hotel (Sheraton Grand Mirage Resort) are popular and it is not possible to guarantee rooms in the hotel for all delegates. Port Douglas has many great alternative places to stay (and eat!) within easy reach of the conference site. We’ve put together a taster of options (but, of course, we cannot guarantee availability for these). There is a shuttle service that operates around Port Douglas [https://srcoaches.com.au/](https://srcoaches.com.au/). These can be booked individually and we are also aiming to block book some for start and end of the day.

(1) Accommodation booking sites

- Expedia
- TripAdvisor
- Port Douglas where to stay various
  - [https://au.hotels.com/](https://au.hotels.com/)

(2) Hotels

There is a range of hotels (some high end!) in Port Douglas

- **Oaks Port Douglas Resort (4.5 stars)** [1.1 km / 0.7 miles from Sheraton; 13 minute walk]
  - ![Oaks Port Douglas Resort](image1)

- **Ramada Resort by Wyndham Port Douglas (4 stars)** [1.8 km / 1.1 miles from Sheraton; 22 minute walk]
  - ![Ramada Resort by Wyndham Port Douglas](image2)

- **Silkari Lagoons Port Douglas (4.5 stars)** [1.9 km / 1.2 miles from Sheraton; 23 minute walk]
  - ![Silkari Lagoons Port Douglas](image3)
Port Douglas Sands Resort (4.5 stars) [1.3 km / 0.8 miles from Sheraton; 16 minute walk]

Shantara Resort Port Douglas – Adults Only Retreat (4.5 stars) [2.7 km / 1.7 miles from Sheraton; 34 minute walk]

Mantra PortSea (4 stars) [2.3 km / 1.4 miles from Sheraton; 28 minute walk]

Reef Club Resort (4 stars) [2.3 km / 1.4 miles from Sheraton; 28 minute walk]
(3) Airbnbs

Luxury Apt/Studio 60 sq/m Bath, King bed balcony [approx. 10 minute walk]

Queen Studio [approx. 10 minute walk]

Flat / entire rental unit [approx. 20 minute walk]

Lychee Tree Holiday Apartments [approx. 30 minute walk]

Mango Tree First Floor Apartment [approx. 30 minute walk]
(4) Guest houses

Birch Resort Port Douglas [approx. 20 minute walk]

Lazy Lizard Motor Inn [approx. 20 minute walk]

Bay Villas Resort [approx. 30 minute walk]

Coral Beach Lodge [approx. 30 minute walk]